English work 19th January 2021

Write a recount of Little Mouse’s Book of Fears by Emily Gravett. It will be a good idea to watch the
video of her reading the book again and take notes, so you can remember the order of the fears that
the mouse has. You could stop the video to make notes of the big, long phobia words to help you to
spell them!
Remember to use time conjunctions (Year 3s) adverbs (Year 4s) to sequence and describe. Year 4s
remember your commas afterwards…
Year 3s – You could use use – firstly, initially, to begin, at first, in the beginning, later, next, then,
meanwhile, subsequently.
Year 4s – You could use – anxiously, fearfully, reluctantly, hesitantly, slowly, quietly…
Notes on Little Mouse’s Book of Fears…

My recount of Little Mouse’s Book of Fears…

The mouse was scared of creepy crawlies (especially spiders), he had a bad case of
Arachnophobia (a fear of spiders).
The mouse was also scared of Dun dun DUN… what's under his bed, maybe he has a fear of
monsters - Teraphobia (a fear of monsters).
He anxiously went slowly around the kitchen to avoid sharp pointy knives as he had heard the
story about the women that cut the three blind mices tails off!!!
One of his other fears was in the bathroom, he was frightened of getting sucked down the plug
hole or even getting flushed down the toilet! He may of had Aquaphobia (a fear of water).
He worried about having ACCIDENTS, and not getting to the toilet on time. It didn't help that he
was small and that the toilet was very high off the ground.
He always hesitantly creeped past the large grandfather clock as he was often alarmed by loud
noises and believe me, the clock was extremely LOUD when it chimned.
He really hated being alone especially when it was dark. I definitely believe he had Nyctophobia (
fear of the dark) and Autophobia ( fear of being alone).
The poor mouse was very worried indeed about being out on his own and getting lost and not
being able to find his way home and he couldn't even climb up high to check where he was as he
also had a fear of heights.
When being outside he constantly feared that a bird may have swooped down to eat him, let
alone the neighbours not so friendly dog, (Cynophobia - fear of dogs).
However the animal that petrified him the most of all was the farmers cat, which always chased
him most mornings.
The mouse was mostly scared of everything, being so small that he was but yet the grown up
woman that lived in the house was scared most of all by the little mouse!!!

